Cook, Erik P. and Daniel Johnston. Active dendrites reduce synapses electrotonically equidistant from the soma (Anderlocation-dependent variability of synaptic input trains. J. Neurosen et al. 1980; Jack et al. 1975; Johnston et al. 1996; Shepphysiol. 78: 2116 Shepphysiol. 78: -2128 Shepphysiol. 78: , 1997. We examined the hypothesis that herd et al. 1985). This is known as the ''boosting hypothedendritic voltage-gated channels can reduce the effect synaptic sis'' of active dendrites because it implies distal inputs are location has on somatic depolarization in response to patterns of amplified selectively (Crill 1996; Lorente de Nó and Conshort synaptic trains (referred to as location-dependent variabildouris 1959; Rall 1970; Schwindt and Crill 1995) . If we ity). Three computer models of a reconstructed hippocampal CA1 assume that the boosting hypothesis is correct, then what cell, each of increasing realism and complexity, were used. For predictions can be made regarding the properties of dendrites each model, the goal was to identify the dendritic composition that that would eliminate the effects of synaptic location on sobest reduced the location-dependent variability. The first model was linear and a single parameter, dendritic membrane conductance matic response? What would the dendritic I-V relationship (G D m , where R m Å 1/G D m ), was varied. Surprisingly, a negative be? And how might dendritic voltage-gated channels pro-G D m minimized the location-dependent variability. Superposition duce this effect? of the synaptic inputs showed that, compared with passive den-
variability of single excitatory postsynaptic potentials Area, mm 2 9,945 1,281 11, 176 (EPSPs). In this paper, the inputs to our models are short R m , Vcm 2 25,000 50,000 see Table 2 C m , mF/cm 2 2 1 2 trains of synaptic input, and rather than analyzing a pre- Vcm  200  200  200 viously designed model, we attempt to find the optimal dendritic configuration that minimizes location-dependent variability.
M E T H O D S
With all three models, we found that active dendrites re-
The reconstructed CA1 pyramidal cell used was provided by D.
duce the location-dependent variability of synaptic input to Turner and is shown in compartmentalized form in Fig. 1A . The the soma. The amount of dendritic excitability necessary to neurophysiological modeling program NEURON was used for all minimize this variability, however, required precise regulasimulations (Hines 1993) . Table 1 lists the general parameters of tion. The importance of accurately transmitting synaptic the model. Unless otherwise indicated, these parameters were used strength to the soma was demonstrated using a simple heteroin all simulations. The passive parameters were chosen to provide associative memory network (Palm 1980) . Active dendrites a membrane time constant (t m ) of 50 ms. To account for the lack that reduce the effect of location on synaptic input increased of explicitly modeled spines in the dendrites, R m was halved and memory recall performance of the network.
C m doubled in the apical and basal dendrites ). The basal dendrites were always passive, whereas the properties of the apical dendrites varied between models. Differences between the three models are summarized in Table  2 . For models 2 and 3, a fixed density of fast Na / (gV Na Å 0.05 S/ cm 2 ) and delayed-rectifier K / (gV KDR Å 0.012 S/cm 2 ) conductances were assigned to the soma compartments to always ensure an action potential for the different dendritic conditions. The apical dendrites of model 2 contained the artificial voltage-dependent current, I boost , which is illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5A . Model 3 had either Ttype Ca 2/ (I CaT ), persistent Na / (I NaP ), or both currents in its apical dendrites. The channel densities for the apical dendrites were the parameters of interest and were varied in this study. Channel descriptions are reported in the APPENDIX except for the T-type Ca 2/ channel, which was previously described in Jaffe et al. (1994) .
One thousand synapses were placed uniformly with respect to surface area in the apical dendrites ( Fig. 1A) . Synapses were modeled as either steady-state conductances or a functions with a time to peak of 2 ms and a peak conductance of 100 pS (see Table 2 ). The synaptic reversal potential was 65 mV above rest. All synaptic input was assumed to be a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA)-like. Patterns of synaptic input were produced by randomly selecting synapses to be activated. Spines were not included in the model because preliminary simulations suggested they had little effect on the electrical properties of the model.
Details of the numerical fitting of realistic channels to I boost is described in the APPENDIX . Dendritic fidelity in the linear model (model 1) of the somatic depolarization to a 100-ms synaptic input ( heavy bar ) for G D m Å 0.04 and 00.026 mS / cm 2 . Because the soma was passive, In the first model, the dendritic R m was allowed to assume an artificial threshold (V th ) was arbitrarily defined as 045 mV. If somatic negative values. We therefore decided to call this the linear potential reached V th , the model was said to have fired an action potential. Number of active synapses was adjusted in each case to produce the same amount of somatic depolarization for each model. C : examples TABLE 2. Model specific parameters of 3 P f curves for G D m Å 0.04, 0, and 00.026 mS / cm 2 ( which corresponds to dendritic R m of 25, 1, and 038.5 kVcm 2 , respectively ) . Each Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 curve represents the probability ( P f ) that the model reaches V th vs. the total synaptic strength ( G syn ) in response to a random synaptic input Title Linear Boosting Realistic pattern. One hundred different input patterns were used to generate each Apical R m , Vcm 2 Varied 25,000 25,000 curve. Negative values of G D m increase the model's excitability thereby Composition of soma Passive I Na and I KDR I Na and I KDR requiring a smaller G syn to reach V th . D is the range of G syn over which Composition of apical Passive I boost I CaT , I NaP , or both P f increases from 5 to 95%. This is a measure of location-dependent Synaptic input Steady state Train of Train of a variability. D : D vs. G D m . Notice that the P f curve corresponding to a a functions functions G D m of 00.026 mS / cm 2 has the smallest D. J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys model. This allows a distinction between a positive dendritic input would have a P f curve that slowly rose from 0 to 1 over a large range of G syn . Our measure of location-dependent R m that leaks current and is passive and a negative R m that injects current and is active. The goal was to determine if variability is defined as D, which corresponds to the range of G syn that causes P f to go from 0.05 to 0.95 (Fig. 1C ). active dendrites produced by making R m negative could more accurately transmit the strength of the synaptic input to the Active dendrites with a G D m of 00.026 mS/cm 2 produce a P f curve with a small D compared with the model whose soma. Each individual synaptic input (g s ) was modeled as dendrites were passive. a constant conductance of 27.2 pS, 1 which was chosen to keep all simulations consistent.
For a range of G D m values, D is plotted in Fig. 1D . As G D m is increased in the negative direction, the dendrites be- Figure 1B illustrates the somatic voltage response to the come better tuned in their ability to faithfully transmit synapsynaptic input for passive and active dendrites. G D m , the tic input to the soma. The highest fidelity dendrite corredendritic membrane conductance (where dendritic R m Å 1/ sponds to the minimum D at G D m Å 00.026. Notice that G D m ), was set to 0.04 mS/cm 2 for the passive dendrites and just eliminating the leak conductance alone (by setting 00.026 mS/cm 2 for the active dendrites. Notice that G D m Å 00.026 produces a slow response because the dendritic G D m Å 0) did not minimize D. When G D m assumed a value more negative than 00.027, the dendrites became unstable, membrane time constant is very large. The number of active resulting in regenerative dendritic depolarization and a total synapses was adjusted for each value of G D m to produce 20 loss of dendritic fidelity. mV of somatic depolarization at the end of the synaptic input (100 ms). Because the linear model did not produce spikes, an artificial threshold (V th ) was assumed to be 20 mV above Contribution of individual synapses to somatic rest. If the somatic membrane potential reached V th , the depolarization model was said to have fired. Whether or not a model fires
Our first model was linear because it contained no voltagean action potential in response to synaptic input was the dependent channels and the synapses were modeled using criterion used to evaluate the location-dependent variability.
fixed value conductances. This allowed us to use superposi-The first objective was to devise a measurement of location to assess directly the effect a negative G D m has on indition-dependent variability that could be used in all three vidual synaptic contributions to somatic depolarization. We models. The probability (P f ) of the model reaching V th was predicted that a model that minimized D also would minicomputed as a function of the total synaptic input strength mize the variance between individual synaptic responses, (G syn ), which was varied by increasing or decreasing the regardless of dendritic location. number of active synapses per pattern (G syn Å n 1 g s , where
Superposition states that the voltage at any node in a n Å the number of active synapses). The synapses added linear network is equal to the sum of the contribution of the or deleted were randomly chosen. For a given value of individual voltage sources (Director 1975) . Therefore, to G D m , a P f versus G syn curve was generated by adjusting G syn see the effect of a single synapse, the reversal potential for of each randomly selected synaptic input pattern until the all other synapses was set to the resting membrane potential. threshold of the model was determined. This procedure was This procedure is not, however, equivalent to applying a repeated 100 times, with all patterns generated randomly. single synapse to the dendrites. It is important to emphasize The proportion of patterns (P f ) of strength G syn that produced that all synaptic conductances of a particular input pattern a somatic depolarization of V th or greater was plotted. remained in the dendrites, but only one had a reversal poten- Figure 1C illustrates P f curves for three values of G D m . tial of 0 mV. The right most curve is for passive dendrites ( G D m Å 0.04
For the passive (G D m Å 0.04) and optimal active (G D m Å mS/cm 2 ). As G D m was decreased, the curves shifted to the 00.026) dendrites, Fig. 2A shows the peak somatic response left due to increased excitability of the model. The slopes of 1,000 individual synapses as a function of anatomic disof the curves also change as G D m was varied. A P f Å 1 tance from the soma. The points in Fig. 2A were generated corresponds to the soma reaching V th for all patterns. Likeby applying random patterns of synaptic input and computwise, for a P f Å 0, no patterns of synaptic stimulation caused ing the individual contribution of each synapse to the soma the soma to reach V th . The interesting region of these curves using superposition. Each input pattern used was strong comes from values of G syn that produced a P f between 0 and enough to cause the soma to reach V th at the end of the 100-1, indicating that only a fraction of input patterns caused the ms synaptic duration (as in Fig. 1B ). In the passive dendrite soma to reach V th . Failure of some patterns to produce somodel, the influence on the soma from synapses farther away matic depolarizations of V th must have been due to the locadiminished steadily. In the active dendrite model, the decretion of the activated synapses because at each point, all ment was less. Figure 2B accentuates the differences bepatterns had the same strength of G syn . A dendrite that comtween the two models in a histogram of the voltage responses pletely eliminated the effect of synaptic location would have in Fig. 2A . Compared with the passive model, the active a P f curve in the shape of a step function and would be a dendrites clearly produced a narrower distribution of somatic perfect threshold detector. Such a model would eliminate responses. For the active dendrites, the mean response was location-dependent variability and each synapse would be increased whereas the variance decreased. The coefficient electrically equidistant from the soma. A dendrite that introof variation (CV) of individual synaptic responses was comduced a substantial locational component on the synaptic puted as a function of G D m (Fig. 2C ). 2 Optimal active den-drites (G D m Å 00.026) produced a greater than fivefold reduction in CV when compared with passive dendrites (G D m Å 0.04). This result verifies that the dendritic composition that minimized D also minimized the location-dependent variability of individual synapses.
Active dendrites have increased voltage attenuation Figure 3 shows the peak dendritic membrane potential for each apical compartment in response to the same input pattern used in Fig. 1B . The active dendrites (G D m Å 00.026) depolarized more than the passive dendrites (G D m Å 0.04). Notice that the potential was the same at the soma for both models. The increased depolarization of the active dendrites resulted from additional inward current entering the distal dendrites. From Ohm's Law, this increased current flowing FIG . 3. Synaptic input depolarizes the active dendrite more than the toward the soma causes an increased voltage drop across R i passive. Peak dendritic depolarization is shown in response to a 100-ms of the distal dendrites. A negative G D m , therefore, boosts the synaptic input for the passive (G D m Å 0.04) and active (G D m Å 00.026) dendritic potential and thus increases the amount of voltage dendrites. Dendritic potential is illustrated as a function of distance from the soma for the passive (/) and active (q) models. Time at which the attenuation that occurs from the dendrites to the soma. peak depolarization occurred was slightly different for all dendritic compartments and usually occurred within 1 ms after the synaptic input. Number
Active dendrites compensate for synaptic charge loss and of active synapses per pattern was adjusted so that the somatic potential in accumulation each model reached V th (see Fig. 1B ).
How does a negative dendritic membrane conductance charge is transferred from the synapses to the soma. Charge minimize the effect synaptic location has on somatic retransfer has been recognized as an important measure of sponse? This question is answered best by examining how synaptic strength (Jack et al. 1975; Redman 1976) . Examining charge movement provides a clearer picture of the dendrite's effect on the synaptic input than looking at either current or voltage.
In each dendritic compartment of the linear model, current has three trans-membrane paths to flow across: membrane conductance, I g ; membrane capacitance, I c ; and synaptic conductances, I s . If each current is integrated during the 100ms synaptic input, the net charge transferred across each path can be computed where Q g Å ͐ I g , Q c Å ͐ I c , and Q s Å ͐ I s . This principle is illustrated for a simple threecompartment dendrite in Fig. 4A . Conservation of charge requires that the net charge transferred to the soma (Q soma ) from the apical dendrites is
where n is the number of dendritic compartments. Equation 1 can be expressed as the sum of each component of charge transfer or where Q * g , Q * c , and Q * s represent the net charge transferred tion was used to compute the peak somatic response from 1,000 individual synapses. Peak somatic potential is plotted as a function of synaptic distance by the membrane conductance, capacitance, and synaptic from the soma. Two models used were a passive model ( /) with G D m Å conductance, respectively, for the entire dendritic tree.
0.04 and the optimal active model (q) with G D m Å 00.026. Each data point Superposition again was used to compute the dendritic corresponds to a single synapse, but as there were 1,000 possible synaptic contribution of charge to the soma for each active synapse locations in the dendrites, some points may overlap. B: histograms of the responses in A (binwidth Å 0.005 mV). Mean response was 0.11 { 0.026 in an input pattern. Figure 4A illustrates this idea for a three-(SD) mV for the passive dendrites and 0.29 { 0. 012 mV for the active compartment dendrite. This figure shows the direction of dendrites. C: coefficient of variation (CV) for the synaptic responses as a charge movement when superposition is used to examined function of G D m . CV of the passive dendrites is ú5 times higher than for the response to a single activated synapse on dendritic comthe optimal active. At values of G D m õ 00.027, the dendrites produced regenerative depolarizations, and thus CV was not computed. partment 1. Q s on compartment 1 is the only site of inward J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys synaptic charge that accumulated on the dendritic capacitance during the 100-ms synaptic input later will be transferred back to the dendrites. However, at the time the model is depolarized enough to fire (at or within a few milliseconds after the synaptic input ends), this charge is unavailable to the soma, and thus we treat it like other charge movement during our finite interval charge calculations in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 , B-D, illustrates the charge contribution the dendrites make for each individual synapse in the passive (G D m Å 0.04) and active (G D m Å 00.026) dendrites of the linear model. Superposition was used with the same input patterns and 1,000 synapses as in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 4B , each point represents the total synaptic charge injected (Q * s ) as a function of the location of the single activated synapse. (Inward charge, as with inward current, is plotted in the negative direction.) The amount of charge each synapse injected is slightly greater in the active model than in the passive model. With both models, the amount of charge injected decreased for synapses farther from the soma. This was due to the decrease in driving force resulting from increased depolarization of the distal dendrites (as shown in Fig. 3 ).
The dendritic capacitance accumulated synaptic charge FIG . 4. Active dendrites have uniform charge transfer. Superposition was used to determine the amount of charge movement across the dendritic traveling to the soma during the synaptic input ( Fig. 4C ). membrane in response to each individual synapse of an input pattern. Charge Each point represents the net charge accumulated on the escaping across the membrane conductance (Q * g ), synaptic conductance entire dendritic capacitance (Q * c ) as a function of an acti-(Q * s ), and accumulating on the capacitance ( Q* c ), was computed by intevated synapse's location. Active dendrites had more capacigrating the currents associated with each component for the entire dendrite during the 100-ms synaptic input. Net charge transferred to the soma tive charge accumulation than passive dendrites because syn-(Q * soma ) is equal to the sum of all charge that passes through ionic conducapses in the active model produced larger depolarizations tances less the amount that accumulates on the membrane capacitance. A: (see Fig. 2 ). Figure 4D shows that the greatest difference simple illustration of charge movement when activating a single synapse between the passive and active dendrites is the amount of on compartment 1 in a passive dendrite. Except for the 1 active synapse, the direction of charge movement across the dendritic membrane is outward. charge transferred across the membrane conductance B-E: charge contribution of the entire dendritic tree vs. the location of (Q * g ). Passive dendrites lost an increasing amount of charge each active synapse on passive (G D m Å 0.04) and active (G D m Å 00.026) as synapses were activated farther from the soma. Due to a dendrites. B: total synaptic charge injected into the dendrites decreases as negative G D m , active dendrites injected charge during the a function of synaptic location. Charge transfer for the passive (/) and active (q) dendrites is shown for the same 1,000 synapses used in Fig. 2 . synaptic input. This charge injection increased with the syn-C: capacitive charge accumulation increases with synaptic location for both apse's distance from the soma.
models. Active dendrites have a larger overall accumulation of charge on
If Q * dend Å Q * g / Q * c is defined as the component of the the membrane capacitance. D: passive dendrites have outward charge movesynaptic charge that is either removed or accumulated by ment across the membrane conductance, whereas active dendrites inject charge. In both cases, the amount of charge moving across the dendritic the dendritic conductance and capacitance en route to the conductance increases with the synapses distance from the soma. E: densoma, then Fig. 4E illustrates how the negative conductance dritic contribution (Q * dend ) is the sum of charge movement and accumulation of the active dendrites increases dendritic fidelity. For pasfor the dendritic conductance and capacitance. Active dendrites produce a sive dendrites, Q * g and Q * c both increase positively, whereas more uniform charge movement as a function synaptic location. F: entire active dendrites contribute to each synapse. For 3 activated synapses (indi-in the active dendrites, Q * g and Q * c are related inversely. cated by F), the percent charge injected (Q g ) by different regions of the During the 100-ms interval when synaptic input was present, active dendrites is shown. Dendritic regions where the synapses are located the passive dendrites subtracted increasing amounts of contribute only Ç50% of the total charge. Regions were determined by charge from synapses in a distant dependent fashion. In condividing dendritic path length from soma into 3 equal sections (proximal, middle, and distal).
trast, the active dendrites subtracted a relatively constant amount of charge, regardless of location. The net charge transferred to the soma from the apical charge movement. Note that even though synapses on comdendrites (Q soma ) is reflected in the peak somatic voltage partments 2 and 3 have their batteries ''shorted out,'' they responses shown in Fig. 2, A and B . The entire Q soma , howstill provide a path for charge to escape. For this example, ever, did not depolarize the soma because much of it flowed Q soma therefore would be equal to the charge injected on into the basal dendrites. Note that the active dendrites did compartment 1 minus the outward movement of charge in not make Q * dend perfectly uniform. This was especially apparthe rest of the dendrites. It should be mentioned that although ent for very distal synapses, which showed a slight increase Q c is illustrated in the same way as other charge movement in Q * dend as a function of distance from the soma. in Fig. 4A , Q c is in fact not permanently lost. Current in a One question remaining involves the spatial distribution capacitor is governed by the relationship I c Å C dV/dt, which of charge injection for active dendrites. For a particular synprovides an inward capacitive current as the dendritic membrane repolarizes back to rest after the synaptic input. The apse, is dendritic charge injected only at the location of the J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys synapse or does the entire dendritic tree contribute charge? As Q * g is the sum of charge injected across the entire dendritic tree, Fig. 4D does not indicate the location of charge injection. Figure 4F shows the percent of Q * g that comes from the proximal, middle, and distal third of the dendrites for three different synapse locations (superposition still is being used here). The amount of charge injected by the dendrites in the same region as the active synapse was approximately one-half the total charge. The remainder came from other dendritic regions. In this model, the active dendrites functioned as a single unit with all regions contributing to a synaptic input regardless of location.
Model 1 has demonstrated that location-dependent variability can be reduced with a dendritic membrane that exhibits increased charge injection with depolarization ( Fig. 4 D ) . Theoretically, any voltage-dependent channel with a negative slope conductance could serve this function. This would include depolarization-activated inward currents or depolarization-inactivating outward currents. Depolarization-activated outward currents with positive slope conductances ( as found in many K / channels ) would increase the location-dependent variability. We next explored how realistic inward currents might reduce location-dependent variability by first using a simplified tion-dependent variability. A: membrane potential (V m ) at the soma in response to a 50-Hz randomly selected synaptic input pattern for passive and boosting dendrites. For the boosting dendrites, G boost Å 00.12 mS/cm 2 .
Dendritic fidelity in the boosting model (model 2)
Heavy bar indicates the time of synaptic input (100 ms). Number of active synapses per pattern was set to produce responses just above threshold.
The second model was made more realistic than the previ-Inset: I-V relationship of I boost , which activates at 050 mV. B: D is plotted ous model in three ways (see Table 2 ). First, the dendrites against G boost . A G boost of 00.12 mS/cm 2 corresponds to the minimum D.
had a passive membrane (G D m Å 0.04) on which a voltagedependent ''artificial'' current was added. In reference to more negative than 00.12 mS/cm 2 caused the dendrites to the ''boosting hypothesis'' of active dendrites, this current become excessively excitable and D increased. These results was named I boost , and its I-V relationship is shown in the are very similar to that of the linear model. The nonlinearities inset of Fig. 5A . On activation at 050 mV, I boost was linear of I boost , however, prevented us from using superposition to with the slope of the I-V relationship equal to the conduccompute the CV of individual synaptic inputs. tance, G boost . I boost was an instantaneous function of voltage with no time dependence. The difference between adding I boost and varying G D m as in the previous simulations, was Effects of individual synaptic strength and integration time that I boost more closely mimics the nonlinear activation of on the amount of boosting realistic voltage-gated inward currents. This was important for developing the final and most realistic model.
We wanted to understand how the strength of individual The second difference between these and the previous synapses and duration of the synaptic input would affect the simulations was that instead of synapses being modeled as optimal value for G boost . The strength of individual synapses constant conductance changes, they were modeled realistiwas increased (by increasing synaptic frequency to 75 Hz) cally as synaptic trains and asynchronously activated at 50 or decreased (30 Hz) while the duration was kept at 100 Hz for 100 ms. To simulate an AMPA-like synaptic input, ms, and two new sets of P f -curves were computed. In Fig.  single synaptic conductance changes were modeled as alpha 6A, D is compared with the original set of curves for 50 Hz functions with a 2-ms time to peak and a maximum conduc-(replotted from Fig. 5 ). It was striking to see that the optimal tance of 100 pS. As in the previous model, each input pattern value of G boost did not change for the three different input was chosen randomly from 1,000 synaptic locations uniconditions. The minimum D for each input condition correformly distributed over the entire apical dendritic surface sponds to the same value of G boost . Next, the effect of increasing or decreasing duration of the synaptic input was investi-area. A third difference was the addition of Na / and K / DR conductances to the soma that allowed the model to produce gated. The strength of each synaptic input was maintained at 50 Hz with the duration set to 60 or 140 ms. Figure  action potentials. An example of the model's response to a synaptic input is shown in Fig. 5A for passive and active 6B illustrates that unlike synaptic strength, integration time affects the optimal value of G boost . For a 60-ms duration, the dendrites. P f curves again were used to estimate the location-depen-optimal value of G boost more negative than for the 100-ms integration time. The opposite effect was observed for a dent variability (D). For a range of G boost values, D is plotted in Fig. 5B . As G boost was made more negative, D decreased synaptic duration of 140 ms. These results are consistent with the idea that active dendrites provide charge compensa-until a minimum was reached at 00.12 mS/cm 2 . G boost values J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys
Using realistic voltage-gated channels to improve dendritic fidelity (model 3) A major limitation of the simulations described above is that the artificial current I boost was modeled using a simplified negative conductance G boost . In the third model, T-type Ca 2/ (I CaT ) and persistent Na / (I NaP ) channels were used to test the hypothesis that voltage-gated inward currents could serve the role of the negative conductance channel I boost .
Realistic currents were numerically fit to I boost ( see APPENDI X ). Figure 7 A illustrates the fitted channel densities for apical dendrites containing T-type Ca 2/ channels, persistent Na / channels, or both T-type Ca 2/ and persistent Na / channels. The channel densities are not uniform but vary as a function of distance from the soma. This was especially apparent when the two channels were fitted simultaneously. The reason for this nonuniformity is that each dendritic compartment operates under a different voltage range when receiving a synaptic input ( see Fig. 3 ) . The insets in Fig. 7 A show sample somatic responses for each model. For dendrites containing T-type Ca 2/ channels, the model also exhibited bursting behavior.
Just as G boost had an optimal value that minimized D, so did the realistic conductances. The density in each dendritic compartment was scaled up or down with a constant multiplier, which we called a ''density scale factor.'' D is plotted FIG tion as shown in Fig. 3 . The shorter the synaptic duration, the less time the dendrites have to inject the same amount of charge, thereby requiring a larger I boost .
Although we were interested primarily in observing how the optimal value of G boost varied under different input conditions, there are several other aspects of Fig. 6 that deserve further discussion. Notice that in Fig. 6 A, varying individual synaptic strength produced vertical shifts in D for all values of G boost ( especially apparent for passive dendrites with a G boost Å 0 ) . This was due to the number of active synapses per pattern. Increasing the number of active synapses per pattern would result in smaller variability between patterns, regardless of the dendritic composition. Figure 6 B presents a more complex situation in that two parameters are varied -the number of synapses and the synaptic duration. These two parameters have opposing effects on D. Because our measure of D is based on G syn , it does not account for the change in synaptic effectiveness that accompanies a change in synaptic duration. For example, in Fig. 6 B, synapses ( which alone would increase D ) . J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys cles indicate an unpotentiated synapse and filled circles a potentiated synapse. Synapses are potentiated based on coincident pre-and postsynaptic activity. Once a synapse is potentiated, it does not become unpotentiated. Initially, the network contains no potentiated synapses. In Fig. 8A, 1-3 , three associations are stored. After all the associations are stored, the network is tested (Fig. 8B, 1-3) . Each input pattern results in accurate recall of its corresponding output pattern except for pattern 3, which produces an error in the form of an additional cell firing. This example illustrates an important network feature. As more patterns are stored, the probability of producing errors is increased. Thus network capacity can be defined in terms of the probability of producing an error (Palm 1980). For our network simulations, we used the proportion of cells that fired correctly (P S ) in response to each stored pattern as our measure of network performance. Testing our example network resulted in 14 out of 15 cells responding correctly (Fig. 8B, 1-3) . This produced a P S Å 0.93.
Active dendrites improve heteroassociative memory recall
Heteroassociative networks were constructed with the Activity is to examine how minimizing location-dependent variability represented by one or more action potentials (É É É). Sequence of storing affects recall performance. For comparison, a model conand recalling 3 associative patterns of activity is illustrated. A, 1-3: storage taining a spiking soma and passive dendrites (with various of 3 associations. A1: first association is stored by potentiating the 4 synapses that have a coincident pre-and postsynaptic activity. A2: storage of dendritic R m ) also was used. The prediction was that netthe second association. Notice that with the storage of each additional works constructed with models containing active dendrites association, more synapses are potentiated. A3: storage of the third associawould outperform the passive dendrite models. tion. B, 1-3: after the associations have been stored, network recall is A heteroassociative network similar to the one in Fig. 8 tested. B1: presenting the first input pattern correctly recalls the first pattern was simulated using 10 realistic cells and 1,000 afferent stored. B2: applying the second input results in correct recall of the second pattern stored. B3: an error, in the form of an extra cell firing, occurs when input lines. The number of active inputs per pattern was the third input pattern is applied. determined by the threshold of the particular model used, which was set to fire the particular model 98% of the time densities in Fig. 7A that minimized D. A density scale factor in response to a fully potentiated synaptic input. There were of 0 corresponds to passive dendrites. Scaling the fitted denalways five output cells active per pattern. The activity of sities up or down had the same effect on D as varying G boost . the input was modeled as a 50-Hz synaptic train for 100 ms.
Input and output patterns were selected randomly. Synapses were modeled with alpha functions with a peak conductance Heteroassociative memory network of 50 pS for an unpotentiated synapse and 100 pS for a potentiated synapse. To compare the different models, the A heteroassociative memory network was used to test the prediction that active dendrites could improve recall perfor-effect of the different thresholds had to be taken into account.
The number of patterns stored was a function of the number mance. The heteroassociative network (also known as the matrix memory network) has the synaptic connectivity of active input lines per pattern. For each network, the number of patterns stored always was set to produce P S Å 0.95 shown in Fig. 8 and has been used as a model for the CA1 region of the hippocampus (McNaughton 1989; Rolls in an equivalent network constructed of ideal threshold units (see APPENDI X ). This equivalent network had the same num-1989). The network associates a specific pattern of input activity with a specific output pattern. Many associations can ber of cells, active synapses per pattern, and number of patterns stored as the realistic network. Ideal threshold units be stored simultaneously, giving the network the property of distributed memory. Potentiation of synaptic connections have a D Å 0 and therefore provide the basis with which to evaluate the realistic network's performance. Associations was the mechanism for storing associations. A simplifying assumption in our network simulations was that the input between the input and output patterns were stored by potentiating the appropriate synapses. The network then was tested and output patterns were binary. Cells were considered either to be firing or silent. This imposed binary coding scheme by replaying the complete set of input patterns and observing the output to calculate P S . allowed the performance of the network to be quantified easily.
It was demonstrated previously that increasing R m in passive dendrites only slightly decreased the location-dependent A simple example of how the heteroassociative memory network stores associations is shown in Fig. 8 . In this exam-variability of the synaptic input (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 9A shows the results from a heteroassociative network with neu-ple, five cells each receive a single synapse from five afferent fibers. A synapse is represented as a small circle. Open cir-rons that have passive dendrites. The dendritic R m was varied J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys D I S C U S S I O N The hypothesis that dendritic voltage-gated channels counteract cable properties and minimize the effect synaptic location has on somatic depolarization was addressed. Correctly setting a single conductance (either G D m or G boost ) to the appropriate value greatly reduced location-dependent variability. Dendritic T-type Ca 2/ and persistent Na / currents functioned as well as I boost but required nonuniform channel densities. Recent experimental evidence suggests both dendritic T-type Ca 2/ and persistent Na / are capable of boosting EPSPs in hippocampal neurons (Gillessen and Alzheimer 1997; Lipowsky et al. 1996) .
Our earlier simulation results reported that voltage-gated channels in dendrites increased location-dependent variability (Cook et al. 1994) . These results, however, were due to channel densities that did not provide the optimal I-V relationship in the dendrites. As demonstrated here, dendrites that are too active can amplify the effect of location on synaptic input.
The realistic channel densities required to reproduce I boost were usually less than those reported by Magee and Johnston (1995) in dendritic patches. For example, the authors reported that low-voltage-activated Ca 2/ channels have a den-FIG . 9. Heteroassociative network performance with passive (A) and active dendrites (B and C) . Each bar represents the proportion of cells that dritic density of Ç1 mS/cm 2 . The model containing only fired correctly (P S ) during recall of a 10-cell associative matrix memory T-type Ca 2/ channels had an average density of Ç0.75 mS/ network (average of 3 network simulations). Number of patterns stored cm 2 . The model that also included the persistent Na / chanfor each network was set to produce P S Å 0.95 in an ideal threshold model, nels required a slightly lower average T-type Ca 2/ density which had no location-dependent variability ( ---). A: networks were simulated with passive dendrites with different dendritic R m . Increasing R m (Ç0.5 mS/cm 2 ). The discrepancy between the model and only marginally enhances performance with passive dendrites. Dendritic R m experimental data may be attributed to the lack of depolarizawas varied from 10 kV cm 2 to ϱ. B: networks simulated with the boosting tion-activated dendritic K / channels (Hoffman et al. 1997 ). model (model 2). Performance as a function of G boost . With G boost Å 00.12 The only positive slope conductance in the dendrites of our mS/cm 2 , the model's performance is near maximal. G boost was scaled from models was the leak conductance. Adding such K / channels 00.19 to 00.04 mS/cm 2 . Dendritic R m for the boosting model was 25 kV cm 2 . C: network performance for the 3 realistic models (model 3). to the dendrites would increase the required densities of the Densities used are those shown in Fig. 7A . Moving left to right, the number fitted inward currents. but had slightly lower performance than I boost . The L-type Ca 2/ current, however, was completely incapable of reducing location-dependent variability because of its high-voltfrom 10 kV cm 2 to infinity. Compared with the 95% perforage threshold for activation. It also should be emphasized mance level of the perfect threshold model, no passive model that the realistic channel models are not mechanistically performed well. These simulations indicate that simply elimequivalent to the negative conductance of I boost . Realistic inating the leak conductance (i.e., increasing R m ) results in voltage-gated channels have positive instantaneous I-V relaonly marginal improvement in performance.
tionships. The ability to produce the same negative I-V tra-The effect of active dendrites on network performance was jectories as I boost is dependent on the relative rates of channel examined using model 2 by varying the value of G boost (Fig. activation and change in membrane potential. 9B). As previously demonstrated in Fig. 5 , dendrites containing I boost showed an improved ability to eliminate synaptic location
The kinetics of the I CaT model differed substantially from the kinetics of the I NaP model. I CaT had voltage-dependent inacti-as a component of the input. A G boost of 00.12 mS/cm 2 gave the best network performance. (G boost Å 00.12 also minimized vation whereas the I NaP model was noninactivating. Also, the rate of activation for I CaT was more than an order of magnitude D in Fig. 5 .) Notice in Fig. 9B , that when G boost was made less negative, the dendrites became more passive, and network slower than that of I NaP . Due to these differences, the fitted density of the T-type Ca 2/ conductance was Ç10 times higher performance degraded. As G boost was made more negative than 00.12 mS/cm 2 , the dendrites became hyperexcitable, which than the noninactivating persistent Na / conductance (Fig. 7) .
The simulations presented here show that as long as the chan-also impaired network performance. Figure 9C shows the performance of the three realistic nels provided a net negative slope conductance that allowed the correct amount of charge to enter the dendrites, location-models in the heteroassociative network. The channel densities of each model are as shown in Fig. 7A . Realistic active dependent variability was reduced. These simulations predict that any collection of voltage-dependent channels that meet dendrite models had improved recall performance as compared with the passive model. this requirement also would serve this function. J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys
The heteroassociative memory network was used to dem-Implications of negative dendritic slope conductances onstrate how active dendrites can improve network function.
Depending on the sign and slope of the dendritic I-V rela-In these simulations, active dendrites dramatically improved tionship, three basic ''dendritic modes of operation'' can be memory recall. With optimal densities of voltage-gated described. 1) A positive slope I-V relationship. This is the channels in the dendrites, the soma is better able to estimate passive case in which current escapes across the membrane the strength of the synaptic input. This improved fidelity conductance. This mode has high location-dependent variallows the cells to decide more accurately whether or not to ability. 2) A negative slope I-V relationship that is stable. fire an action potential. Accurate firing of individual cells Here, active dendrites inject current but do not regeneratively leads to improved overall network performance. The heterodepolarize. In this mode, location-dependent variability is associative network simulations provide an interesting link reduced. 3) A negative slope I-V relationship of sufficient between dendritic physiology and memory performance. magnitude to produce regenerative depolarizations with lo-Preliminary results (not shown) have suggested other neural cation-dependent variability greatly increased. The transition network architectures, such as the autoassociative network, point at which an active dendrite becomes regenerative dealso would benefit from dendrites that minimize locationpends on the relative conductances of the entire neuron (Jack dependent variability. et al. 1975 ). By minimizing D, we improved on the passive dendrite Using the linear model, superposition of the synaptic inmodel's ability to store any general set of patterns. It is puts clearly shows that passive dendrites reduce the amount interesting to imagine a different scenario where information of charge reaching the soma in a distance dependent fashion. is not only stored in the synaptic strength but also in the The three sources for this interference are: the accumulation composition of the active dendrites. In this way, the dendrites of charge on dendritic membrane capacitance, the escape of might be tuned to further enhance the storage of information charge across synaptic and nonsynaptic dendritic membrane beyond that demonstrated in our network simulations.
conductances, and the reduction in synaptic charge entry due to increased depolarization of dendrites located farther from Assumptions of the model the soma. Active dendrites compensate for this by making either the total charge lost or accumulated by the dendrites In establishing that active dendrites could improve the more uniform. The only way to ensure that active dendrites fidelity of transmission of synaptic input to the soma, several inject more charge distally is to have a negative slope I-V important assumptions were made: 1) hippocampal pyramirelationship. It is important to emphasize that active dendal neurons are temporal integrators. The most fundamental drites did not eliminate synaptic charge loss and accumulaassumption underlying this study is that synaptic input is tion, but rather made the amount more equivalent for all integrated in the soma where the decision to fire an action synapses, independent of their location. Superposition also potential is made. These simulations assumed that neurons demonstrated that the entire dendritic tree contributes to evintegrate the synaptic input on the order of tens of millisecery synapse when increasing dendritic fidelity. onds. Therefore, the effect of active dendrites on single None of the models eliminated all location-dependent EPSPs was not considered. 2) All synapses are the same.
variability. To do this, distal portions of the dendrites may This is an oversimplification, as there are cases of specialized require an increased boosting current. This might be accomsynaptic inputs to central neurons (e.g., the mossy fiber input plished by making the dendritic I-V relationship nonlinear to hippocampal CA3 cells). 3) Patterns of activity were (as is the case for realistic voltage-gated currents) or regionselected randomly. At present it is entirely unknown how ally varying G D m and G boost . patterns of activity impinge on hippocampal neurons. 4) Only AMPA-like synapses were used. N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) synaptic inputs provide a negative slope conduc-Other models of active dendrites tance and theoretically could reduce location-dependent variability. 5) Only threshold properties were explored in the It has been suggested that voltage-dependent currents could alter the integrative properties of dendrites (Jack et al. 1975) . models. The continuous firing properties of the models were not addressed. In vivo single-unit recordings have shown The idea that active dendrites boost weaker distal inputs has been speculated, especially as a role for active spines (Miller that hippocampal pyramidal neurons have low firing rates and a tendency to fire in bursts (Ranck and Feder 1973). et al. 1985; Perkel and Perkel 1985; Shepherd et al. 1985) . In general, any voltage-gated current producing a negative slope 6) No synaptic background noise was included; this may affect active dendrites more than passive (De Schutter conductance (either depolarization-activated inward or depolarization-inactivated outward currents), in dendrites or spines, 1995). And, 7) minimizing location-dependent variability of the synaptic input was the only dendritic function consid-will amplify the synaptic input. If dendrites are to act as highfidelity transmitters of synaptic input, the amount of amplifica-ered. Accurately transmitting synaptic input to the soma is one of several important functions dendrites perform. Den-tion is critical. This study attempted to regulate carefully the amount of dendritic amplification to allow all synapses to be drites also regulate plasticity through Ca 2/ entry (Bliss and Collingridge 1993), the transmission of backpropagating ac-electrically equidistant from the soma.
Most recent quantitative models propose that dendrites tion potentials (Magee and Johnston 1997; Spruston et al. 1995) , and burst firing (Wong and Prince 1978) . It is inter-actively participate in neuronal computation. To the contrary, the boosting model outlined here proposes that den-esting to note, however, the model that maximized fidelity with dendritic T-type Ca 2/ channels also produced burst drites do not contribute to the computation and instead provide the soma with an accurate estimate of the magnitude of firing. J157-7 / 9k1d$$oc39 09-11-97 23:49:01 neupa LP-Neurophys based on similar models (Migliore et al. 1995) to produce good synaptic input. This model also suggests that active dendrites spike repolarization when used with the I Na model. These models function as a single unit and not as separate regions or local where produced by M. Migliore and follow the general Hodgkinsubunits (Wilson 1995; Woolf et al. 1991 ).
Huxley formalism. For a state variable x that represents a gating Mel (1993) has proposed that active dendrites detect spatial particle clustering of synaptic activity. Although not tested here, it is
x Å x ϱ 0 (x ϱ 0 x 0 )e 0t / t x likely that in addition to maximizing dendritic fidelity, the active dendrites constructed from realistic currents also would where x ϱ Å 1/(1 / a x ) is the steady state value; x 0 is the initial have some cluster sensitivity. The nonlinear I-V relationships value; and t x is the time constant where of the Ca 2/ and Na / channels would allow spatially clustered inputs to inject more charge than spatially diffuse inputs.
One component of location-dependent variability is a reduced synaptic driving force as a function of distance from the soma. Bernander et al. (1994) demonstrated that denand q 10 Å 1.5 ( Temp024)/10 . For all simulations, T emp Å 30ЊC, E Na Å dritic K / channels could linearize the effects of driving 55 mV, and E K Å 091 mV.
force. Their study differed significantly from ours in that they addressed the problem in terms of driving force versus I Na model synaptic strength. It would be impossible for any such dendritic voltage-gated K / channels to alone reduce location-I Na Å gV Na n 3 l(V 0 E Na ) dependent variability. The authors did mention, however, that the functional properties of their K / channel model a n Å e ( 0.001 z n ( V0V 1/2n) F/RT ) might be replicated using a voltage-gated inward current. b n Å e ( 0.0005 z n ( V0V 1/2n) F/RT ) Location-dependent variability was minimized under the assumption that the window of integration was many tens c 0 n Å a 0 n / b 0 n a n of milliseconds. This fits well under the hypothesis that short a l Å e ( 0.001 z l ( V0V 1/2l )F/RT ) bursts of action potentials are the primary unit of communication between neurons (Lisman 1997). It also has been b l Å e ( 0.0005 z l ( V0V 1/2l )F/RT ) proposed that central neurons may act as coincidence detectors that integrate the synaptic input over extremely short
durations of a few milliseconds (Softky and Koch 1993), though this is somewhat controversial (Shadlen and Newwhere a 0 n Å 2; b 0 n Å 2; tV n Å 0.04; z n Å 05; V 1/2 n Å 035; a 0 l Å some 1994). To be a coincidence detector, dendrites would 0.08; t or highly active) of the three possible modes for dendritic operation. The dendritic mechanisms proposed here to max-This model has the same n as I Na except V 1/2 n Å 048. imize dendritic fidelity do not shorten the membrane time constant (in fact the time constant is increased substantially) I KDR model or initiate regenerative dendritic spikes. It is unlikely that our model of active dendrites (a model that reduces location-
dependent variability) would act as a coincidence detector using a small window of integration as demonstrated in other Tsai et al. 1994; Zador et al. 1995 
where T is the threshold of the unit and is equal to the number of active inputs per pattern. The ith input is represented by x i , which was equal to 0 for no activity or 1 for activity. The synaptic weight from the ith input to unit j is w ij . Synaptic weights were either 0.5 for a nonpotentiated synapse or 1 for a potentiated synapse. Potentiation used a simple Hebbian rule and is illustrated in Fig. 8 . For a given number of active inputs and stored associations, the ideal binary network was simulated 10 times, each with a different set of randomly chosen patterns. After presenting an input pattern, the output was examined to determine the proportion of cells that FIG . A1. Example of fitting 2 realistic currents to I boost in a distal fired correctly (P S ). dendritic compartment. I-V trajectory of I boost , I NaP , I CaT , and I total , where I total Å I CaT / I NaP are shown for the 100-ms synaptic input. Time is implicit
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